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Abstract

The present paper applies several regression-based decomposition methods to analyze the impact of region-, worker-, firm- and sector-specific determinants on the wage level and the continuous increase in wage inequality between 1995 and 2007 in Germany. In contrast to prior studies, more than 50% of the wage dispersion and almost the entire increase in wage inequality are explained in this approach. Altogether, the entire growth of wage dispersion occurs within regions and changes in the composition of wage determinants are minor compared to changes in their returns. I find that occupational attributes are the most important wage determinant. Changes in the firm size premium in combination with assortative matching also depress wages in the bottom of the distribution while they increase wages at the top. Workers with an unemployment record or an occupation in the service, construction and logistics sectors particularly experience falling wages.
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1 Introduction

A marked increase in wage inequality has been observed in Germany, the US and other industrialized countries over the past 30 years, regardless of whether wage inequality is measured as the dispersion of wages, the skill premium, etc. (Acemoglu and Autor 2011; Berman et al. 1998; Dustmann et al. 2009; Juhn et al. 1993; Lindley and Machin 2013; Van Reenen 2011). Three reasons for changes at the bottom of the wage distribution are identified: positive supply shocks of low-skilled workers, a decrease of the minimum wage and declines in unionization. However, most of the rising inequality could not be explained, i.e., had to be attributed to the residual wage. The residual wage is defined as the wage after controlling for the observable variables in the study, which typically do not go beyond a subset of education, age, tenure, gender and industry-specific variables. All of the above cited papers conclude that the large and increasing amount of residual wage inequality is due to skill-biased technical change (SBTC). Lemieux (2006) criticizes this assessment because residual wage growth may either be caused by returns to unobservable skills, their composition in the labor force or measurement error. Above all, Lemieux (2006) finds support that US wage inequality increased mainly due to changes in composition. Autor et al. (2008) relativize his result by noting that aggregate inequality measures disguised a polarization of the wage distribution. These gains in the upper and lower part of the wage distribution relative to the middle are consistent with a "richer version" of SBTC. The advancing information technology requires and complements abstract tasks, which are found especially in high-wage occupations, whereas it substitutes routine tasks that are more present in occupations in the middle of the wage distribution.

The present paper provides an overview and a distinction of the scope of several wage determinants that are considered separately in other recent studies on inequality. In contrast to prior studies, I additionally relate worker’s unobservable adherent skills to occupational attributes which are useful in examining prior conclusions about SBTC more precisely. Consequently, my definition of residual wages is much more narrow than in earlier studies, so that explainable wage determinants instead of residual wages are in the center of attention here. In addition, most of those papers concern US wages, so in a sense, I extend the well-known study by Dustmann et al. (2009) to explain the rise in Germany’s wage inequality between 1993 and 2010 using more wage determinants, more recent data that covers East and West Germany.1 Aside from individual characteristics, I include diverging returns in cities of different size (Baum-Snow and Pavan 2013), the regional price level (Moretti 2013) and the matching between employer and employees (Card et al. 2013).2

1 Wage inequality is also an interesting object of study because Biewen and Juhasz (2012) show that labor income is the main driver of the overall income inequality, leaving only a smaller role to changes in household characteristics or in the tax and transfer system.

2 While the Stolper-Samuelson framework and its rigid distinction between high- and low-skilled workers have received little support concerning the labor market trends over the past 20 years, more recent tests of heterogeneous firm models and offshoring have. Helpman et al. (2014) structurally estimate a version of Melitz (2003) with search frictions that provides a link between the residual wage between firms and firm size, exporter status and assortative matching. Another trade related channel that recently received great attention is import and export exposure. Autor et al. (2013) demonstrate that final goods imports from China have adverse wage effects on workers in competing domestic industries. The analysis in Dauth et al.
Building on Juhn et al. (1993) and Morduch and Sicular (2002), I apply regression-based decompositions that allow side-by-side comparisons of the impact of the various wage components. Both papers focus on percentile ratios and the variance, whereas I extend their approach to the entire distribution of wages. The idea is very simple. I estimate a reduced form wage regression that encompasses the wage determinants mentioned above. Due to the additive linearity of the regression, aggregate inequality indices, as well as the entire wage distribution, can be decomposed exactly into these different wage components. The share that each component adds to the wage inequality measure is interpreted as its impact.

The approach is flexible enough to incorporate two more sub-decompositions: a distinction of the wage dispersion between and within regions, and a distinction between changes in the composition of wage determinants and changes in their returns. Yet, decomposition methods generally fail to include any general equilibrium effects.

Figure 1 presents the core facts about the development of the German (inflation-adjusted) wage distribution from two different points of view. Panel (a) shows the change in log wage along its distribution, separately for the periods 1995–2001 and 2001–2007. Inequality increases in both periods but the divergence of labor incomes within the period of 12 years is impressive. Individuals at the bottom of the distribution lose up to 15%, while workers at the top gain up to 20%. Panel (b) shows the development of the 80th, 50th and 20th percentile of the wage distribution within regions. The divergence of the mean of the regions’ 80th and 20th percentiles reflect the increase in inequality. However, the spread of the confidence intervals around these means is more or less constant. Both graphs already preview some important results and indicate that the development of the German labor market is essentially different from the one in the US. First, there is no wage polarization in Germany because workers with the lowest wages do not gain with respect to workers in the middle of the distribution. Second, the dispersion of wages between regions is quite constant over time. Consequently, the rise in inequality comes entirely from changes within regions.

Another key result is that the wage determinants considered in this paper explain about 75% of the total wage change. This is remarkable given that most preceding studies conclude that the distribution of residual wages essentially resembles that of raw wages. These observable factors include education, age, tenure, plant size, dummies for regions of different size, the interaction of these agglomeration indicators with the former characteristics, a regional price index, industrial affiliation and dummies for 341 different occupations. In contrast to Lemieux (2006), I find that changes in the composition of these characteristics play a minor role compared to changes in their returns. In the following, I discuss these wage determinants separately and compare my findings to the previous literature.

The most important contribution to the development of wages comes from occupations. Returns in technical and business jobs grow in particular, even though their supply in-
creases as well. These occupations involve a large amount of analytical and interactive
skills (Autor et al. 2003; Spitz-Oener 2006), which confirms that the rise in wage inequality is indeed consistent with SBTC. The difference is, that this conclusion is no longer based on unobserved factors. Notwithstanding, a nuanced view of SBTC – as articulated in Autor et al. (2008) – is required because highly educated workers do not benefit across-the-board.

The fact that Germany does not experience a polarization of wages similar to the US rests on several factors that depress wages in the bottom of the distribution. I identify that these workers are on average younger, work in smaller firms and are more likely to have an unemployment record. The returns to these characteristics fall over time. Furthermore, low-wage workers in the service and construction sector continuously lose in real terms.\(^3\) Wage declines in the lower third of the German wage distribution over the 1990s are already well documented in Dustmann et al. (2009). The sources identified in their paper, namely, the increased supply of low-skilled workers and the decline in unionization, complement my findings.\(^4\) However, they apply a different econometric approach where only one variable of interest is changed to simulate counterfactual wage distributions. Moreover, only education and age are controlled for, so that again the main part of the changes in the upper part of the wage distribution is embodied in the residual wage.

The link between wage inequality and remuneration differences across employers and regions have received much less attention. In my regression-based approach, I identify wage premiums for observably equivalent workers in larger firms, in large cities, diverging returns to observable characteristics across regions, and wage compensations due to cost of living disparities. All of these spatial disparities account for only 13% of the wage dispersion between regions and also add little explanation of wage changes. My approach reveals that the effective wage compensations for higher costs of living are only 20%. Note the conceptual difference to Moretti (2013) who deflates wages with a regional price index and finds that the resulting differences in well-being are less pronounced than nominal wage differences.\(^5\) Furthermore, even though productive workers and firms are sorted into large regions and even though the share of skilled workers and their wage premium grows over time, the growth of inequality is evenly spread across regions, as anticipated in figure 1. That is, the degree of regional sorting does not intensify. In contrast, the employment share and premium for high-skilled workers increase substantially between regions in the US.\(^6\) The associated expansion of low-skilled (service) jobs in these regions also contributes

\(^3\) Another possible reason for the polarization of wages and employment is offshoring. Like SBTC, the relocation of production particularly substitutes workers with routine tasks in manufacturing industries, whereas the tasks of managers are more required (Acemoglu and Autor 2011). Empirical evidence for the associated wage effects is found in the US by Ebenstein et al. (2014) as well as in Germany by Baumgarten et al. (2013).

\(^4\) Glitz (2012) documents that after the fall of the Iron Curtain almost 3 million ethnic Germans migrated to Germany.

\(^5\) In a related study, Blien et al. (2009) analyze the German rural-urban wage gap using a regression approach. However, they rely on imputed regional price indices, for which they report a much larger explanatory power.

\(^6\) Although Baum-Snow and Pavan (2013) observe that inequality growth is correlated with the size of the city, sorting of workers with high observable and unobservable skills into large cities does not attenuate, in line with my findings. Lindley and Machin (2014) stress that the inequality growth between regions is demand-induced and that it is not particularly concentrated in large cities but in regions where
to the observed labor market polarization (Lindley and Machin 2014).

Regarding the matching pattern, I find that high-wage workers are employed in large firms. At the same time, these plants pay a wage premium to all workers. The fact that this firm-specific remuneration differential is growing significantly over time explains about 6% of the change in the total wage gap and up to 7% of the total wage dispersion. Again, it proves insightful to separate between the change in the allocation of workers to firms and the change in the wage premium. It becomes apparent that the firm-specific part of the increase in inequality is almost entirely due to changes in the return to firm size. It fits the picture that the pattern of assortative matching has no particular relation to the size of the region (Ehrl 2014), whereas a positive relation is found in the US by Andersson et al. (2007). Lehmer and Möller (2010) also stress the importance of the firm size premium in explaining the rural-urban wage gap in Germany. Their approach involves following cohorts of workers, but still unobservable differences account for more than one half of the wage gap. Helpman et al. (2014) separate the industry and occupation specific part of the wage dispersion from a firm-specific part. The former is about 30% and thus comparable to my results, while the latter is about 3 times larger than what I capture by firm size. They then show that a heterogeneous firm model that includes exporters and assortative matching provides a good fit to the firm-specific part of the wages in Brazilian data. This study is static and does not consider the change in wage inequality. It is also not comparable to my paper because the model as a whole is evaluated, not its separate components. Card et al. (2013) analyze the German matching pattern but focus on the impact of unobservables captured by worker and firm fixed effects. The dispersion captured by both dummies rises and their assortative matching with each other also contributes to wage inequality.

The remainder of the paper is composed of three parts. Section 2 describes the data. Section 3 discusses various different decomposition methods, their application and results. I begin with the estimation of the basic wage regression, then discuss simple aggregate inequality decompositions and finally analyze changes along the wage distribution. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Data

This study uses the SIAB (Sample of Integrated Labour Market Biographies) provided by the Research Data Center of the German Federal Employment Agency. The SIAB is a 2% random sample of all employees subject to social security in Germany. It is an administrative dataset which is based on mandatory annual reports to the social security agencies, thus the sample is representative, large and highly reliable. Another advantage is that it provides comprehensive information about the workers as well as some characteristics of the employer, such as its size, the sector and the location of the plant. For a detailed description of this data set, see vom Berge et al. (2013). A prior version of this data is used in the well-known study on wage inequality by Dustmann et al. (2009).
I constrain the sample on full-time employment relations of men at a specific day in each year between 1993 and 2010. Beginning in 1993 allows the inclusion of workers in East and West Germany. I focus on June 30\textsuperscript{th} because the firm-level information is valid only for this day. This also avoids problems associated with wage calculations if a person does not have the same job throughout the year. Unfortunately, top-coding of wages is a common problem with the German administrative data. Such top-coded wages are imputed using the predictions of a censored regression model, similar to Dustmann \textit{et al.} (2009) and Card \textit{et al.} (2013). These imputed daily wages are then deflated by the national CPI. For details about the imputation procedure, sample selection, the description of further variables and summary statistics, see the data Appendix.

Additional information about local prices and employment densities from the Institute for Research on Building, Urban Affairs and Spatial Development (BBSR) is used. The BBSR distinguishes nine different county types according to the county’s population density, size and centrality. I aggregate these county types into six categories to control for different wage levels and returns in counties of different size and density. The classification also considers whether counties are close to agglomerations, to account for the spatial diffusion of agglomeration economies beyond administrative borders. An overview of these county types and their distribution is provided in the following figure.

The BBSR surveyed a total of 7.3 million single commodity and housing prices at the level of counties between 2006 and 2008 to compute comprehensive and representative local price indices. Its computation uses the weighting scheme and basket as the national CPI, cf. Kawka \textit{et al.} (2009) for the details. Housing costs account for 20\% of the price index and comprise rents as well as the rental value of owned housing. The inclusion of housing costs is important for the accuracy of the approach and both measures are preferable over housing values (Winters 2009). This is the first and only survey of regional prices that covers all counties in Germany. Because the BBSR provides only one value of the price index per county, which is valid for the years 2006 to 2008, an implicit assumption for its application in the following panel regression is that price level differences are constant throughout the entire period of this study. However, the results are not sensitive to the inclusion of these local price indices.

3 Decomposition methods and their application

The aim of the empirical analysis is to evaluate the impact of separate wage determinants. In a first step, a wage regression provides estimates for the effects of the components. A component effect is defined by the value of the variable $X$ multiplied by its coefficient $\beta$, e.g., $\beta X$. The same way that all component effects add up to the wage in the linear regression equation, I will decompose the value of wage inequality measures into shares that add up exactly and reflect the importance of each component. The remainder of
this section describes different decomposition methods and their empirical results. A short overview of the applied decomposition methods is given in subsection 3.2. Subsection 3.3 uses the variance to measure inequality, 3.5 consider the Gini index, the Theil index and percentile ratios. Subsection 3.4 additionally examines the share of inequality between and within regions and how much the different wage determinants contribute to these two dimensions of inequality. Afterward, the decomposition is performed separately for each percentile of the wage distribution. Subsection 3.7 further separates the component effects into changes in returns and changes in the composition of workers' characteristics. I begin by describing the rationale for the inclusion of each of the wage determinants.

3.1 The basic wage regression

All decompositions in the present paper build on the separability of the wage in additive components, that are identified from the wage regression described by

$$w_{it} = \beta_0 + \beta_x X_{it} + \beta_z Z_{jt} + \beta_w West_{kt} + \beta_{ww}W_{kt} \cdot [\beta_{xw}X_{it} + \beta_{zw}Z_{jt}] + \beta_s D_s + \beta_D D_k + \beta_{pi} P_{ik} + D_k \cdot [\beta_{xi} X_{it} + \beta_{zi} Z_{jt}] + \beta_i D_t + v_i D_t + \epsilon_{it}$$

(1)

where $w_{it}$ is the deflated imputed daily log wage of individual $i$ in year $t$. Additionally, a worker $i$ is characterized by three more dimensions: sector $s$ and county $k$, where her employer $j$ is located. Each capital letter in eq. (1) aggregates important determinants of the individual wage rate which are described and justified in the following. Most obvious and common are the personal characteristics included in $X_{it}$. Education, tenure and age determine productivity and are thus the benchmark for the workers's wage level. I distinguish between low, medium and high educational achievements and include the square of both tenure and age because productivity may eventually decrease before retirement.

The remuneration of workers across firms may differ for several reasons, some of which are linked to the firm's productivity and production function, and others stem from organizational, institutional or working conditions (Brown and Medoff 1989). In the absence of detailed plant-level data, size is a reasonable indicator for productivity (Idson and Oi 1999). The shares of low- and high-skilled workers provide an approximation to the firm's production function (Haltiwanger et al. 1999). Both shares, the employer's size and its square are denoted by $Z_{jt}$. Differences in wage levels and in the compensation of characteristics between East and West Germany, are captured by a West indicator variable and its interaction with $X_{it}$ and $Z_{jt}$. Additional dummies for having experienced a period of unemployment or having completed an apprenticeship are also included in eq. (1). Those workers are likely to have a lower productivity and accept lower wage offers to (re-)enter the labor market (Mortensen 1987).

Sizable inter-industry wage differentials exist but can only be partly explained by different working conditions or the sorting of skilled workers (Krueger and Summers 1988). Overall

---

7 These variables are only included in $X_{it}$ but not in the interaction terms of $X_{it}$ due to a low variation of these indicators.
differences between the 59 sectors and 18 years are captured by the dummies in $D_s$ and $D_t$, respectively. Because Gibbons and Katz (1992) note that the size of the firm or the sectoral classification alone are incapable of explaining large wage differentials, it is informative to compare the predicting power of all these and other characteristics side-by-side.

In the spatial dimension, wages differ due to agglomeration externalities, amenities and living costs. From a theoretical point of view, only nominal wages may differ because in a spatial equilibrium without migration barriers utility levels are equal, cf. Roback (1982). Amenities such as a beautiful surrounding area or a pleasant climate attract people but populated regions are themselves more attractive because resident firms and workers are more productive, and thus better remunerated. The balance is restored by the cost of living, principally through the housing market, see Kosfeld and Eckey (2010) and Suedekum (2006) for empirical and theoretical evidence. Elevated living costs raise local service prices and wages even for workers who do not directly benefit from agglomeration advantages. The local price and housing cost index ($P_{ik}$) captures how workers are compensated for the cost of living. Note that I do not deflate wages directly because this paper evaluates wage determinants instead of utility differences as in Moretti (2013). Remaining differences in amenities, agglomeration benefits (that accrue to all workers) and any other constant wage disparities in regions of different size are captured by county type dummies $D_{ki}$, as defined in section 2 and shown in figure 2. Agglomeration economies that benefit a specific skill group or groups of firms are captured via the interaction terms $D_k \left[ \beta_{zk} X_{it} + \beta_{zk} Z_{jt} \right]$.

Finally, the term $v_i D_i$ captures all time-invariant worker-specific wage differences after controlling for all other observable characteristics in the regression. These unobservable differences are commonly attributed to adherent skills. There is no reason to believe that unobserved skills are uncorrelated with the individuals’ education or with the quality of her employer and region by means of sorting. Consequently, those variables’ coefficients and explanatory power are likely to be biased when unobservable skills are not controlled for by $D_i$. On the other hand, these adherent differences become part of the wage residual, on which conclusions about the SBTC have largely been based. In contrast, I exploit the panel dimension and include worker fixed effects $D_i$. At the same time, these dummies act as a placeholder in eq. (1), and thus other time-invariant determinants of the wage may be extracted from them. To do so, the estimated $\hat{v}_i$ are regressed on occupation and German citizenship dummies. Occupations represent adherent abilities that distinguish workers from each other. An engineer, for example, acquires good analytical and technical skills through his academic studies and professional experience, and such skills are highly

---

8 A multitude of different agglomeration externalities are suggested in the literature, see e.g. the survey in Puga (2010). Ehrl (2013) and Baldwin et al. (2010) find evidence that the positive productivity effects are mainly transmitted via the labor market.

9 Dividing wages by the local price index is equivalent to constraining the coefficient of $P_{ik}$ to 1 and implies that workers are fully monetarily compensated for higher living costs. It turns out that this is far from reality.

10 Even with county fixed effects, the total explanatory power of the wage regression improves only slightly. Estimation with fixed effects for all counties is problematic in the presence of worker fixed effects because the former are identified only from the within variation of individuals. Constrained by computational power and the number of movers between counties, the interaction terms $D_k X_{it}$ and $D_k Z_{jt}$ would need to be abandoned.
demanded in a number of industries. Therefore, in this approach, occupations serve to visualize part of the unobserved skills of workers. The share of $v_i$ in the total wage dispersion is typically about 60%, cf. e.g. Combes et al. (2008). At least the occupational choice explains about 36% thereof. This explained part is denoted by $v_{expl}$ and the residual in this second stage regression is $v_{res}$. Note that these occupation dummies only capture average differences in labor market valued skills between occupations, but this is exactly the intention. Other time-variant and personal abilities acquired through on the job training, etc., are part of the wage residual that is defined in this study as $\xi = v_{res} + \epsilon_{it}$.

The estimation of eq. (1) is performed separately for three different periods: 1993–1998, 1999–2004, 2005–2010. It is an arbitrary compromise because there is tradeoff between the length and the number of periods. One the one hand, the longer the periods, the better the identification of all coefficients, especially the fixed effects. On the other hand, the more different estimations/periods, the more different coefficients are obtained and the better can the changes in returns over time be traced.

It is obvious that all of the dummy variables in the wage regression ($D_s, D_k, D_t, D_i$) need to have an omitted reference category, otherwise the column vectors of their matrices are linearly dependent. The categorical variables also enter the estimation as a set of dummy variables and thus require a reference category. This necessity sometimes complicates the interpretation of the inequality decompositions, as we shall see in the following.\footnote{The reference worker in my estimation has medium education and works in the car repair industry in a county of the lowest density.}

The bottom line is that not only discrimination but several economic fundamentals give rise to wage inequality. In the first place, wages differ because there are diverse types of skills, i.e., different labor input. Workers, firms and places possess varied productivities that create remuneration differentials. Such fundamental factors can be and have to be accounted for, before it is appropriate to start thinking about how inequalities can be reduced. Likewise, these factors may provide insights why the distribution of labor income has changed.

### 3.2 Overview of decomposition methods

This subsection briefly discusses the benefits and drawbacks of the decomposition methods used in the following to facilitate the overview of the type of information we can derive from the several approaches. Details of these methods can be found in the respective subsections. A cornerstone in the literature on the decomposition of inequality measures into different components is Shorrocks (1982). His paper discusses basic principles that any non-arbitrary inequality decompositions should satisfy. For example, the inequality measure should be symmetric, continuous and should yield a value of zero if income is equally distributed across the population. The decomposition should also be continuous, symmetric, independent of the aggregation level of the components, the sum of all contributions of income should exactly add up to the total inequality value, and the representation of the decomposition should be unique. In Shorrock's illustration, total income is separated into
actual flows of wage income, capital income, etc. Morduch and Sicular (2002) transfer this concept to estimated flows from determinants of a single source of income, for example, the wage. The values of these flows correspond to the component effects identified in the prior wage equation eq. (1). When the components are correlated, the interaction effects of these components pose a potential problem to the decomposition. Shorrocks (1982) argues that the "natural" decomposition attributes one half of the interaction term to both of the correlated components. The variance is one of the few inequality measures for which such a natural decomposition is applicable that concurrently fulfills the desired properties.

In the same way, the variance of wages can first be separated into differences between and within regions. Then, both parts may be decomposed into the detailed wage determinants. The benefit of this exercise is to evaluate more precisely where and how the change in inequality occurs. Regional inequality continues to be an important topic in German and European politics, and the literature on this kind of regional wage inequality is scarce.

Yet the variance has three disadvantages. It is criticized because it does not satisfy the transfer axiom (Foster and Ok 1999).\footnote{The transfer axiom states that a transfer from a richer to a poorer individual will unambiguously decrease inequality.} Second, the variance is not scale invariant. Thus, it makes a difference if one uses daily, hourly or monthly wages. Third, comparability to other studies is limited because the variance is not a frequently used measure, at least in the literature on inequality. However, not every index is exactly decomposable into its factor components, as is the case for the variance, due to the possible interaction between components. Shorrocks (2013) provides a different approach called Shapley value decomposition which is applicable to any inequality measure. Its implementation is a little more complicated because components have to be considered sequentially and thus their contribution depends on the order in which they are considered (path dependency). Hence, all possible sequences have to be calculated to report the average contribution of each component. To keep the approach manageable, only a few components can be evaluated limiting its accuracy compared to the variance decomposition. The indices I decompose with the Shapley value approach are the Gini index, the Theil index, the 80/20 percentile ratio and the standard deviation of logs. A comparison between different inequality indices is generally advisable because due to their definition and theoretical grounding, the components’ contributions differ across the indices.

With the indices considered so far, the inequality is expressed as a single value. This is clear and simple but it does not yield conclusions about how different groups in society are affected. That is why the entire wage decomposition is considered in the remaining part of the paper. First, I consider the change of each wage component separately in each percentile of the distribution. The analysis is refined by distinguishing between changes in returns ($\Delta \beta$) and changes in the composition of characteristics ($\Delta \chi$), cf. eq. (3) below. Thereby supply and demand effects may be distinguished and the causes of wage inequality can be better understood.

To separate the coefficient from the composition effects, an additional counterfactual wage
\( w_{\text{aux}} \) is required to perform the following decomposition of wage changes

\[
\begin{align*}
  w_{t=2007} - w_{t=1995} &= (w_{t=2007} - w_{\text{aux}}) + (w_{\text{aux}} - w_{t=1995}) \\
  &= (\beta_{t=2007} - \beta_{t=1995}) X_{t=2007} + \beta_{t=1995} (X_{t=2007} - X_{t=1995}) \\
  &\equiv \Delta \beta X \\
  &\equiv \Delta X
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

(3)

where the several coefficients and wage determinants from eq. (1) are represented in stacked form \( \beta X \) and the subscript \( t \) refers to an arbitrary year. In this case, it denotes a year in the middle of the first and the third period for which this regression is estimated. The counterfactual wage corresponds to a situation in which individuals were remunerated for their characteristics as in the year 1995, but the composition of their characteristics remains as it was in 2007. Therefore, the first term in both equations reflects the influence of changed returns and the second term is equal to the part of the wage change that is attributable to shifts in the composition of workers’ characteristics. Eq. (3) follows because of the underlying linear wage regression, but the insight of this decomposition is general and applicable to other type of estimations.

Blinder (1973) applies this decomposition to the difference in the average wage between males and females. To extend this idea to the entire distribution, I follow Juhn et al. (1993) and construct the counterfactual wage \( w_{\text{aux}} \equiv \beta_{t=1995}X_{t=2007} \) by multiplying the average value of each variable in \( X_{t=2007} \) in every percentile with the respective coefficient estimated for the year 1995. According to eq. (3), the impact of every wage determinant can be depicted along the wage distribution. DiNardo et al. (1996) develop a semi-parametric version of this decomposition. First, they estimate the density of wages conditional on some wage determinants. To construct the counterfactual \( w_{\text{aux}} \), the conditional distribution of one of the wage determinants – union membership \( M_i \) in their application – is replaced by its distribution in another year (or group). This reweighting of the wage distribution requires an estimate of the distribution of \( M_i \) in both periods. The advantage of their counterfactual simulation is that, as in the literature on Propensity Score Matching, under certain assumptions, the change in \( M_i \) may be interpreted as a causal treatment effect.

A combination of their method with the present fixed effects regression with numerous interaction terms is, however, beyond the scope of this paper. For the same reason it is not feasible to estimate eq. (3) using quantile regressions. Whereas quantile regressions provide separate coefficients, that make the illustration of the changes more accurate, I use coefficients that identify an average effect. The choice between these techniques and the fixed effects model is a tradeoff between the accurateness in different aspects. My approach yields unbiased coefficients because unobserved skills are controlled for and the additionally identified occupational attributes provide other valuable insights that cannot be found in other studies. Finally, it should be emphasized that the following assump-

\[ 13 \] Juhn et al. (1993) take the wage distribution in the average of all years as their reference point and they exchange values of \( X \) that correspond to individuals with the same rank in the distribution. They then focus on a specific quantile ratio instead of the entire distribution. In fact, Juhn et al. (1993) require that the rank of each individual is unchanged in order to substitute the value of \( X \) with the one from the average distribution. Because I only focus on percentiles, this need not necessarily be the case.

\[ 14 \] In the case of DiNardo et al. (1996) the main interest is in the effect of the minimum wage.
tions are presupposed just like in the other available decompositions. General equilibrium effects are turned off, e.g., the coefficients of the counterfactual wage function $w_{aux}$ are unaffected when the distribution of covariates is changed.\textsuperscript{15} Besides, detailed regression based decompositions require the additive linearity of the wage function.

3.3 Variance decomposition

A first approximation of the importance of all components in the wage regression in eq. (1) is achieved through a variance decomposition. To simplify the notation, I define the following aggregate wage component estimates

\begin{equation}
\begin{aligned}
    w_{it} &= \text{level} + X + Z + S + K_{total} + \nu_{expl} + \xi \\
\text{where: } K_{total} &= K + P_i + XK + ZK \\
    \equiv &\hat{\beta}_k D_k + \hat{\beta}_p P_k + D_k \cdot \left[ \hat{\beta}_{zk} X_{it} + \hat{\beta}_{zk} Z_{jt} \right] \\
    \text{level} &\equiv \hat{\beta}_0 + \hat{\beta}_t D_t \\
    X &\equiv \hat{\beta}_x X_{it} + \hat{\beta}_w W_{est kt} + \hat{\beta}_{xw} W_{est kt} \cdot X_{it} \\
    Z &\equiv \hat{\beta}_z Z_{jt} + \hat{\beta}_{zw} W_{est kt} \cdot Z_{jt} \\
    S &\equiv \hat{\beta}_s D_s
\end{aligned}
\end{equation}

The wage residual $\xi$ was defined as $\nu_{res} + \epsilon_{it}$. For convenience, I denote the seven component estimates on the RHS of eq. (4) with $W^c$ for the following derivation and suppress the lower case index, so that $\sum W^c$ is equal to the original wage $w$. The "natural" decomposition rule derived by Shorrocks (1982) for the variance of wages $\sigma^2(w)$ is thus given by

\begin{equation}
\begin{aligned}
    \sigma^2(w) &= \sum_{c=1}^7 \text{cov}(W^c, w) \\
    &= \sum_c \sigma^2(W^c) + \sum_{c \neq d} \sum_d \text{corr}(W^c, W^d) \sigma(W^c) \sigma(W^d)
\end{aligned}
\end{equation}

since the covariance can be expressed as

\begin{equation}
\begin{aligned}
    \text{cov}(W^c, w) &= \sigma^2(W^c) + \sum_{c \neq d} \text{corr}(W^c, W^d) \sigma(W^c) \sigma(W^d)
\end{aligned}
\end{equation}

That is, the interaction terms in eq. (7) are assigned equally to each of the components. Dividing eq. (6) by $\sigma^2(w)$ shows that the covariance between each component and the original wage reflects the relative importance of the components. The magnitude of $\text{cov}(W^c, w)$ has another intuitive interpretation. It is equal to the mean of "(A) the inequality which would be observed if income component $c$ was the only source of income differences; and (B) the amount by which inequality would fall if differences in factor $c$ income receipts were eliminated" (Shorrocks 1982: 209). This is not true for other decomposition methods

\textsuperscript{15} Other extensions of the Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition and a detailed discussion of their required assumptions, advantages and limitations is given in Fortin et al. (2011).
of the variance and most other inequality indices (an obvious exception is the coefficient of variation $\sigma^2(w)/\mu$). Gibbons et al. (2013) argue that the choice for whichever assignment of the interaction terms is still arbitrary. Yet eq. (6) satisfies the axioms in Shorrocks (1982), and it is straightforward in the presence of more than two components.

Columns 1 and 2 in table 2 illustrate the importance of the wage components in absolute and relative terms, according to the variance decomposition in eq. (6). The values in panels 1 to 3 refer to the mean in each of the three periods. In the first line of each panel, the wage dispersion indicates that there is a steady increase in inequality in Germany. However, contrary to most of the studies, the share of the residual wage decreases from 54.9% to 46.2% indicating that the observable wage determinants in this paper account for more than half of the inequality level. The largest fraction is explained by occupational attributes. They dwarf the remaining wage components and even increase from 28% to 32%. The remaining worker- and firm-specific characteristics are the next largest portions. The absolute contribution to inequality of $X$ doubled and of $Z$ increased even more.

In this multivariate setting, the share of the sectoral component is below 4% and almost constant over time. Because the total wage dispersion grows, a constant share still indicates that the contribution of sectoral differences add to the rise in wage inequality. The estimated coefficient for the log of the local price index in the wage regression is approximately 0.2.\footnote{The regression output is omitted due to space constraints. Furthermore, most of the coefficients are not readily interpretable because of the various interaction terms. Therefore it is more informative to present the aggregated component effects.} Hence, via their labor income, workers are only compensated for 20% of the local price level differences. This suggests that amenities compensate workers for the largest part of higher living costs. All regional components, including the price index, are less important than the sectoral differences. Combined, their explanatory power decreases to even less than zero. While the contributions of $XK, K$ and the local prices to inequality are constant, albeit positive, the regional firm-specific differences $ZK$ fall substantially and actually reduce inequality. This merely means that the remuneration in large regions relative to rural regions (the reference category) declines. Consequently, the reasons for this finding may be either increased sorting of high-wage individuals to rural regions, higher firm-specific premiums in rural regions or lower premiums in agglomerations. An explicit distinction of disparities between and within regions in the next subsection sheds more light on this finding.

**Fact 1.** The wage determinants in this study explain more than 50% of the wage dispersion and about 75% of its change from 1995–2007. Occupational attributes have by far the largest explanatory power, followed by other personal characteristics and firm-specific wage premiums.
3.4 Inequality between and within regions

This subsection estimates how much of the total inequality is attributable to regional differences and how such differences themselves are composed. It is important to note that regional differences arise for two reasons. They are either due to regional differences in the remuneration for personal and firm-specific characteristics $XK$ and $ZK$, respectively, or because the composition of workers differs between regions. For example, if some regions have a larger share of high-skilled workers and there is a general skill premium, $X$ contributes to the regional wage gap. On the other hand, $K$ and $Pi$ only capture regional wage differences across-the-board and thus they do not have variation within regions. In accordance with the observation level of the regional price indices and the classification of county type dummies $Dk$, I analyze the inequality within and between German counties.

First, I describe some important differences in the composition and the remuneration of the workforce across the six different county types used in this study, cf. figure 2 above. The columns in the following table 3 show county means in the first and the last period and their growth rate in this time interval. Columns 4 and 6 display the ratio of county means to the aggregate mean to readily quantify the amount of the disparities. As expected, average wages are highest in and around agglomerations (county types no. 1 and 2), as well as in core cities (no. 4), and are lowest in rural regions (no. 6). The difference between log wages in agglomerations and rural regions amounts to 0.26 and is constant over time. Thus without consideration of productive characteristics, the urban-rural wage gap is 26%.

On the one hand, the regional disparities in the share of university graduates and in firm size are substantial as well. On the other hand, education premiums differ by less than 2% in period 1, which suggests the disparities in average wages are due to the sorting of workers and firms. The share of high-skilled workers grows in all of the county types and intensifies existing disparities. Nevertheless, the high-skill premium still differs by no more than 2–3%. This raw skill premium may either be due to differences in demand or due to other observable or unobservable worker attributes. In contrast, regional disparities in firm size attenuate over time because firms in agglomeration shrink by 31% and firms in rural regions grow by 10–13%. An exception are firms in core cities which are already on average the biggest and continue to expand.

\[
\text{cov}(W^c, w) = \text{cov}(W^c - \bar{W}^c, w) + \text{cov}(\bar{W}^c, w) \tag{8}
\]

The first term reflects the variation of a wage component effect $W^c$ within counties by subtracting its county mean $\bar{W}^c$. The inequality between counties is equal to the covariance between the county means and the original wages. Again, the decomposition into these two terms is exact.
Columns 3–6 in table 2 display the corresponding results. Overall inequality between counties in Germany (measured in terms of the variance of log wages) is constant at about 0.03. Its relative share, however, is decreasing from 20% to 14%, due to the growth in overall inequality. Hence, the increase inequality is entirely coming from the dispersion of wages within counties. Regarding the single wage determinants, the table reveals that their relative importance differs in both dimensions.

Between counties, the spatial distribution of occupation- and firm-specific payments, $v_{\text{expl}}$ and $Z$, increased inequality in absolute and relative terms. Yet the rise is offset by payments for individual characteristics and by the regional components $K, P_i, X K, Z K$. The negative impact of $Z K$ on inequality in the final period suggests that firms impose lump-sum discounts in dense regions (where wages are highest) relative to workers in the reference category. This accords with the shrinking firm size in agglomerations displayed in table 3. Again, the low explanatory power of $P_i$ indicates that workers are only compensated monetarily for higher living costs to a small degree. The largest fraction ($\approx 1/3$) of regional wage disparities is due to the distribution of the unobservable skills $v_{\text{res}}$. Even though the sorting of workers with the highest education category into large regions intensifies, as shown in table 3, the education premium rises more or less evenly and the inequality due to all personal characteristics in $X_{it}$ decreases slightly.

Within counties, the regional firm-specific payments also reduce inequality, as previously discussed. Quite the contrary, the nationwide employer-specific pay component adds to the increase in inequality. It will be revealed below whether this is due to low-wage workers being paid less or because high-wage workers receive more. Finally, the returns on education, age, tenure and occupation are identified as the main drivers of wage inequality in Germany.

The presented extension of the variance decomposition to accommodate an additional decomposition into subgroups (counties) is straightforward. Subgroup decompositions also exist for other inequality indices, such as the entropy measures by Theil. However, to date no combination of a decomposition by subgroups and by components is available for the Theil index. Nonetheless, to provide a more common inequality measure than the variance, I calculate the wage inequality within and between counties using the Theil-T index for two benchmark cases: Original wages and residual wages ($\tilde{w}_{it}$), i.e., the wage in the hypothetical situation where all workers have equivalent observable characteristics. I use the same formula as in Shorrocks and Wan (2005: 63),

$$T(w) = \frac{1}{N} \sum \frac{w_i}{\mu} \log \left( \frac{w_i}{\mu} \right)$$

$$= \sum_k \left\{ \frac{N_k}{N} \mu_k \left[ \frac{1}{N_k} \sum_{i \in k} \frac{w_i}{\mu_k} \log \left( \frac{w_i}{\mu_k} \right) \right] \right\} + \sum_k \left\{ \frac{N_k}{N} \mu_k \log \left( \frac{\mu_k}{\mu} \right) \right\}$$

(9)

where $N$ is the number of all individuals and $\mu$ is defined as their mean wage. Likewise, $N_k$ and $\mu_k$ apply to the individuals in county $k$. The first equation states the definition of the Theil-T index. The second equation shows how the index is decomposed into the
inequality within and between regions. It is easy to see that the first term in eq. (9) is a weighted sum of single Theil indices in each region. Analog to the variance decomposition in eq. (6), the second term is also weighted and only refers to the relation between the regional and the aggregate mean wages.

The compact representation of only two benchmark cases allows the development of the inequality for every year in the sample to be presented separately. Table 4 confirms most of the prior assessments. Wage inequality grows steadily and the increase stems purely from changes within regions. In 1995, the wage inequality between counties accounted for about 19% of total inequality, compared to 20% in terms of the variance. Extracting all explainable wage determinants and re-calculating the Theil index with the residual wages ($\tilde{w}_{it}$) reduces the level and change over time by more than 50%. This confirms that the unexplainable inequality share falls. Like in table 2, the residual wage differences between counties are almost constant and close to zero.

The finding that the dispersion of productive abilities between regions does not contribute much to the overall level of inequality is in line with finding in other countries. Gibbons et al. (2013) find that even with regional fixed effects the share of inequality between regions amounts to a maximum of 6% in Britain. The survey by Shorrocks and Wan (2005) indicates that this share is somewhat higher in most developing and industrializing countries.

Evidence on regional wage inequality in Germany is scarce. Recent studies focus on the urban-rural wage gap. Blien et al. (2009) find that in data from 1993 almost 10 percentage points of the 25% urban wage premium is explained by higher housing and consumer prices in agglomerations. The remainder of the wage gap is explained by the dispersion of individual characteristics. Note that the wage gap in table 3 shows a similar wage premium of 26% and that this premium is on average constant until 2007. The difference is that Blien et al. (2009) use imputed price levels and divide the raw wage directly by the price index, whereas I identify the impact of all explanatory variables in a regression. Consequently, they conclude that the price index accounts for a much larger share of the wage disparities. More in line with my results is Lehmer and Möller (2010), who report that about half of the urban-rural wage gap is accounted for by their observables, namely firm size, the industrial composition and individual characteristics.

The relation between regional and countrywide wage inequality is recently analyzed for the US. Baum-Snow and Pavan (2013) also find that the share of high-skilled workers increases, especially in large cities. In contrast to my findings for Germany, the wage inequality between US regions increases and contributes 23% to the countrywide growth of wage dispersion. Because the regional inequality grows particularly in large cities, Baum-Snow and Pavan (2013) conjecture that agglomeration economies and demand for high-skilled workers are responsible for the regional wage differences. In instances when wages grow most where living costs are highest, and wages are deflated by regional living costs as in
Moretti (2013), the resulting utility differences are understandably less pronounced than differences in nominal wages.

**Fact 2.** Direct wage compensations for higher costs of living are 20%. Regional remuneration and living cost differences only account for 13% of the wage differences between regions.

**Fact 3.** The rise in wage inequality evolves steadily and comes almost completely from changes within counties. Wage dispersion and skill premiums grow evenly in regions of different size.

### 3.5 Decompositions based on the Shapley value

So far, I measured inequality by the variance and the Theil-T index. The advantage of the variance is its convenient and "natural" decomposability into an arbitrary number of components. Shorrocks (2013) provides a slightly more complicated approach that is applicable to any inequality measure. Because of its formal equivalence to the Shapley value in cooperative games, this procedure is termed *Shapley decomposition*. To evaluate the impact of a wage component \( W^c \), an inequality index \( I(\cdot) \) is first computed with the original wage \( w \) and with \( w - W^c \). The difference between the two inequality indices reflects the contribution of the component \( W^c \) to the total inequality level. The contribution of the next component \( W^d \) is equal to the difference between the inequality value of \( w - W^c \) and \( w - W^c - W^d \). That is, the contributions \( S^c \), \( S^d \) of both components are measured as

\[
S^c = I(w) - I(w - W^c) \\
S^d = I(w - W^c) - I(w - W^c - W^d) \\
\]

This process continues until all components are sequentially eliminated. In this consideration, the decomposition is not symmetric because the value of \( S^c \) from eq. (10) differs if \( W^d \) is eliminated prior to \( W^c \). Hence the main disadvantage of this method compared to the decomposition in section 3.3 is that the order of elimination influences the result. The solution requires that all possible elimination sequences are considered. Finally, the contribution of each component is equal to its average contribution in all of the elimination sequences. To keep the expositional clarity high and the computational burden low, I combine the wage components into three aggregate components: (a) individual-, firm- and sector-specific variables, (b) occupational attributes (as the single most important factor) and (c) regional variables.

There are two reasons why the identified contribution of components differ between inequality measures and why it is therefore advisable to compare several indices side-by-side. The Shapley decomposition yields the expected marginal impact of components on inequality. In the variance decomposition, the contribution of the components reflect their variability, cf. Kimhi (2011). The difference is that in the latter case, the contribution to inequality of an equally distributed component or a constant transfer is zero. The Gini also shares this property, but the other indices I calculate here do not, see table 5. Another
explanation rests on the fact that "different measures are underlined by different social welfare functions and are sensitive to different segments of the Lorenz curve" (Wan and Zhou 2005: 115).

It also makes a difference whether the inequality measures are calculated with the target variable in logs or in levels. The transformation into levels has the advantage that the regression constant becomes a multiplicative factor. Due to the scale invariance proposition of the inequality indices, the constant term has no effect on the inequality level, regardless of whether the inequality measure is invariant to constant transfers or not. The calculation in levels thus reduces the variability in the results across inequality indices and facilitates the comparison to other studies that also usually use income values in levels, compare the discussion in Morduch and Sicular (2002) and Wan (2004).

Table 5 presents the contribution of wage components in absolute and relative terms from the Shapley decomposition of the Gini, the Theil-T, the 80/20 percentile ratio and the standard deviation of logs. As expected, the explained shares of overall inequality vary between the four measures. The Theil index and the variance (see table 2) attribute higher explanatory power to the components than the remainder indices. At the other extreme, the 80/20 percentile ratio suggests that only between 19% and 28% of total wage inequality is explainable.

[Insert table 5 about here.]

Nevertheless, the components’ relative changes and their ranking yield conclusions similar to the ones in section 3.3. Occupational attributes represent the most important explanatory variable and its absolute and relative contribution increases over time. Altogether, the remaining explanatory characteristics related to employers and employees account for less than the occupations’ contribution in the first period, but their relative importance roughly doubles in the following years. Between 2005 and 2010, their explanatory share ranges from 12% to 26%. Again, my estimates suggest that equating local price levels and any returns due to agglomeration advantages would reduce wage inequality by only 2–5%. In the last years of the sample, their contribution even drops to zero. In sum, wage inequality increases over time but the explanatory share of observables also does. Considering the inequality indices in table 5, the observable variables are capable of explaining between 66% and 80% of the rise in wage inequality.\(^\text{17}\) Hence the variables in this study are capable of explaining more than half of the change in raw wages.

Wan (2004) and Wan and Zhou (2005) were the first to combine the regression-based inequality decomposition with the Shapley value framework in Shorrocks (2013). Both papers examine income inequality in China and are thus not directly comparable. Nevertheless, their results also differ considerably across several decomposed inequality measures. Devicienti (2010) demonstrates the importance of the Shapley approach vis-à-vis the results

\(^\text{17}\) For the Gini coefficient, for example, residual wage inequality in period 1 is 0.217 - 0.065 = 0.152, in period 2 it is 0.155 and in period 3 the residual wage inequality equals 0.164. The difference of 0.012 accounts for no more than 25% of the total increase of the Gini index of original wages.
from a decomposition as in Juhn et al. (1993), who calculate percentile ratios, but do not account for the path-dependency. Dustmann et al. (2009: 850) report the standard deviation of log wages in West Germany for the years 1975 to 2004. The authors use raw wages and wages adjusted for education and age. The dispersion of the former is almost equal to the one in table 5, opposed to the share of residual wages that increases from 84.2% to 87% in the period 1993–2004.

Fact 4. Different inequality indices produce strongly deviating results. The variance and the Theil index show that the wage determinants explain more than 50% of total wage inequality, whereas the 80/20 percentile ratio and the standard deviation of logs indicate that this share is about 30%. However, across all indices, between 66% and 80% of the rise in wage inequality are explainable and the relative importance of wage determinants is constant.

3.6 Changes in the wage distribution

So far, the considered inequality indicators shed light on which factors contribute to the rise in inequality. The next question is how different parts of the population are affected, i.e., where in the wage distribution the changes occur? Three issues will be explored in this subsection. To begin, I characterize the observed changes in original wages. I then depict the impact that each wage component has on the curvature of the wage distribution in a single year. Finally, I consider the changes in the components and how these changes add up to the total change in raw wages displayed in figure 1.

The 85/50 and the 50/15 percentile ratio of original wages in figure 3 show that workers at the top of the distribution gain relative to those in the middle, and the middle of the distribution gains relative to the bottom. Both ratios have almost the same value in 1993 but the wage gap widens by an additional 10%. The 85/50 percentile gap grows steadily by 1.5% per year until 2007 and then flattens out. Conversely, the 50/15 gap begins to rise slowly in 1998 and accelerates its growth in 2004. During the economic and financial crisis of 2007 to 2009, inequality remains relatively stable at all parts of the distribution. Concerning the residual wages \( \hat{w}_{it} \), both percentile ratios are lower and show a slow but continuous increase over time. Again, this suggests that apart from this small increase in residual wage inequality, the main drivers of the wage dispersion are captured by the factors in eq. (1). Note that for the observations in figure 3 it does not make a qualitative difference whether the 85th or the 80th percentile is used. This supports the assessment that the wage imputation, which particularly applies to wages above the 80th percentile, does not yield distorted findings.

[ Insert figure 3 about here. ]

The illustration in figure 3 makes clear that the rise of inequality is a continuous process. In the following, I will illustrate the changes between 1995 and 2007, which are the reference years in the middle of the first and third period for which the wage regression is estimated.
Yet there is a difference between the first and the second half of the sample period, as previewed in figure 1: Between 1995 and 2001, the first 20 percentiles suffer real wage decreases, while workers in higher percentiles experience monotonically increasing wage gains. This period is covered in Dustmann et al. (2009) and Antonczyk et al. (2010), who make the same observation. A new insight is that over the further course of the 2000s, there are considerable losses for all workers up to the 60th percentile. Even with an updated database, there is still no sign of a polarization of wages, as observed by Autor et al. (2008) in the US. Some reasons for the different development are identified further below.

To evaluate the impact of wage components on the curvature of the wage distribution in a single year, the additivity of the baseline regression is again exploited. I subsequently subtract component effects (as defined in eq. (4)) from the original wage and then compare the distributions with each other. The difference between the distributions of the resulting adjusted wages and the original wages provides insight regarding the importance of the eliminated components. Because the wage regression is linear additive, there is no path dependency regarding these differentials, as opposed to the calculation of inequality indices in the preceding section. The adjusted wage distribution of, e.g. $w - X$, corresponds to a counterfactual situation in which there were no differences in unemployment and apprenticeship records prior to the current job, education, tenure, and age in the population. Since the subtraction of $X$ is equal to setting the coefficients contained in $X$ to zero, the counterfactual may also be interpreted as a situation in which all individuals are paid like the workers in the reference category regarding the characteristics in $X$.

Drawing on the prior results from aggregate inequality indices, I keep the graphical analysis of wage distributions simple and construct only three different counterfactuals. Labor income without differences in personal characteristics (red line), after additional removal of firm, regional and sectoral characteristics (green line), and after the removal of the explained part of the worker adherent skills $v_{\text{expl}}$ (yellow line). The latter counterfactual wage is equal to the fluctuation of residual wages around the remuneration of the reference workers (i.e. the regression constant). The two graphs in figure 4 illustrate the distribution of these (adjusted) wages exemplarily for the years 1995 and 2007.\footnote{Note that in this and in the following figures only the 4th until the 96th percentiles are displayed to make the distribution less vulnerable to outliers. Some wages at the top are quite high and would thus distort the scale of the axis. In figure 4, the curvature of the wage distributions is very smooth, except for the spike in the upper part of the distribution which, in any case, has to be taken with care due to the censoring of wages.}

Focus first on the comparison of the distribution in a single year. It is eye-catching that the largest part of the wage dispersion is accounted for by occupational attributes. Their share of labor income is especially large at the top of the distribution. The explanatory power of $X$ and of $Z + K_{\text{total}} + S$ are mentionable, but both lag far behind. Although, the yellow curve of the fully adjusted wages is much flatter, it is still far from being horizontal. This is in line with the prior assessment that about 50% of the total inequality level are explainable.
The distribution expresses this observation in a more illustrative way. Original wages range from 40 € to 210 € per day in 2007, while in a world where all observable characteristics are remunerated equally, this range shrinks to 60–120 €. Comparing the change between both years, the steeper slope of the raw wage distribution in 2007 shows - from a different point of view - how inequality increases over the years.

After considering the impact of component effects in separate years, the following graphs directly show how the total wage change is composed of these components. Analyzing the distribution of these changes reveals in which direction, how strong and where exactly each of the components affects the wage dispersion in the course of time. The basic idea is as described in subsection 3.2. The change between wages is decomposed according to eq. (4) and computed separately with the average values in every percentile of the wage distribution.

\[
\Delta w = \Delta \text{level} + \Delta X + \Delta Z + \Delta S + \Delta K_{\text{total}} + \Delta \nu_{\text{expl}} + \Delta \xi \quad (11)
\]

In contrast to the decomposition of inequality indices, the regression constant complicates the breakdown into components. The difficulty arises because \( w_{t=2007} \) and \( w_{t=1995} \) are estimated in two different regressions that have two different regression constants and because the coefficients of all categorical variables need to be interpreted relative to their respective regression constant. \( S \), for example, reports the average payment differential in sectors relative to the reference sector. Likewise, \( \Delta S \), reports the wage change in every sector relative to the change in the reference sector, which is embodied in \( \Delta \text{level} \). The point is that the regression constant (\textit{level}) represents the reference for all categorical variables, but cannot be apportioned to the different categorical components. Fortin et al. (2011: 45) discuss this issue in depth but the conclusion is that "there is no quick fix", especially in the present case with a multitude of categorical variables and interactions between them. The good news is that the interest here is not in a single coefficient but on the overall effect of aggregate components. And even if the exact level of component effects is meaningless, its contribution to the overall change in inequality can be inferred from figure 5. Departing from \( \Delta \text{level} \), I subsequently add changes of component effects until the total change of raw wages is obtained. The direction of the induced shift of the curve gives a clear statement about the contribution of the added component.

The wage change of the reference worker is about +8.5%, depicted by the horizontal line in figure 5. Note that the order in which components are added does not influence the result and is only chosen for expository purpose. Adding the change in firm-specific payments shifts the lower end of the distribution about 5 percentage points down and helps to explain some of the gains of the top 40% of earners. Thus, these factors clearly contribute to the rise in wage inequality. Once the change in sectoral characteristics is added, the curve is shifted down but more so at the left end. This means that all workers, on average, gain less than those workers in the reference sector (car repairing). A closer inspection of individual sectors reveals that the negative change is particularly due to the public sector and the service sector. Adding the change in \( X \) does not influence workers in the fourth
quartile much, whereas wages of workers further left in the distribution develop more and more unfavorably. The interpretation for this finding is intuitive. The reference worker has medium education (which applies to more than 70% of the population, cf. table 1), and most likely shares some of 8.5% wage increase in $\Delta \text{level}$. Since the changes in the upper part of the distribution are close to zero, the average payments to highly educated workers are minor. On the other side, the payment to the low-skilled shrinks. This group is spread across the entire wage distribution, but is naturally more concentrated at the bottom, which explains the unequal downward shift after adding $X$. Region-specific payments altogether show a negative effect in the upper half of the distribution but show virtually no effect at the bottom half. This issue is discussed at length in subsection 3.4 where we identified that the average size of firms in agglomerations shrinks and that firm-specific wage premiums in agglomerations decreases relative to the payments in rural regions (the reference category). Thus, figure 5 shows that evidently employees of large firms in agglomerations are mainly found in the upper half of the wage distribution.

In the lower graph in figure 5, the black line is generated by augmenting the prior change with the change attributed to the workers’ occupational attributes. Like in the exercises above, this explained part of the fixed effect turns out to be the most important wage component. In contrast to the remaining characteristics, it accounts for substantial gains of high-wage workers. Finally, it is remarkable that the remaining unexplained parts of the wage regression deviate around zero, i.e., the black line is already very close to the overall wage change. Therefore, the wage residual does not have a significant impact on the increase of the wage dispersion. Altogether, these observations naturally agree with the prior, albeit less detailed, conclusions from the aggregate inequality measures. I identify the sources of changes in those wage components more in-depth in the next subsection.

**Fact 5.** Changes related to occupations have a particularly large impact on the top of the wage distribution. Changes in the service sector contribute to wage decreases of low-wage workers. None of the considered wage determinants contribute to a polarization of wages. Except for region-specific factors, all determinants add to the decrease the lower end of the wage distribution.

### 3.7 Endowment and price effects

In the previous subsection, I divide the total wage change into the impact of its components in every percentile of the distribution. Although this decomposition reveals in which part of the distribution inequality decreases or increases, it does not provide a particular reason why. For example, $\nu_{\text{expl}}$ may shift the wage distribution upwards because more workers have high-wage occupation and/or because high-wage occupations have a better remuneration. In the following, I subdivide the impacts of components into fractions attributed to their composition and coefficients. This is the basic idea in the seminal papers
by Blinder (1973) and Juhn et al. (1993) that is described in section 3.2. I now apply the decomposition in eq. (3) to the separate components in eq. (11). Thereby, the total wage change may be re-arranged so that

\[
\Delta w_i \equiv w_{i,t=2007} - w_{i,t=1995} = \Delta \beta_0 + \Delta \beta_x X_{i,t=2007} + \Delta \beta_z Z_{i,t=2007} + ... + \cdots \quad \text{... coefficient effect}
\]
\[
+ \beta_{x,t=1995} \Delta X_i + \beta_{z,t=1995} \Delta Z_j + ... + ... \quad \text{... composition effect}
\]
\[
+ \Delta v_{unexpl} + \Delta \epsilon_i \quad \text{... residual effect}
\]

As in the prior decomposition, I calculate these effects for each percentile of the wage distribution. Figure 6 presents the composition, coefficient and residual effect in aggregate. As can be seen, they amount exactly to the total wage change. For a start, it is more convenient to show aggregate changes because only for personal, employer and sectoral attributes is the composition change, evaluated at the return to these characteristics in 1995, in some parts of the distribution larger than 1%. Note that for the qualitative shape of the curves in figure 6 it is not decisive whether coefficient changes are evaluated by the value of the characteristics in 2007 or the other way round. The same is true for the illustration of the composition effect. In any case, the coefficient effect evidently dwarfs both other effects, so that differing returns mainly account for the wage change over the past 20 years.\(^{19}\) This findings suggest that not supply but rather demand or performance-based explanations are responsible for the pronounced increase in wage inequality.

\[\text{[ Insert figure 6 about here.]}\]

By drawing on the number and remuneration of high-skilled workers in different regions in table 3, we have already understood the reasons for the change in regional characteristics sufficiently well. Next, I break down the shifts of \(X, Z\) and \(v\) both into their separate variables that these components combine, and into the detailed effects according to eq. (12). Regarding \(Z\), the main effect can be traced back to the size of the plant. Table 2 shows that the covariance between \(Z\) and the wage is positive and increases strongly between 1995 and 2007. In line, the coefficients in the wage regression indicate that there is a positive firm size premium. The right graph in figure 7 reveals a pronounced assortative matching of high-skilled workers and large firms and matching between low-wage workers and small firms. Because the average firm size shrinks for workers below the 75\(^{th}\) percentile during the considered period, the sorting of workers becomes even more pronounced. Nevertheless, the left graph of figure 7 shows that this composition change is minor compared to the change in returns to firm size.\(^{20}\) Obviously, the compensation differential between small and large firms grows, so that low-wage workers in small firms earn even less and the other way\

\(^{19}\) It should again be noted that this decomposition method assumes that workers in all parts of the wage distribution receive the same return to their characteristics. Because the remaining wage residual is close to zero, this assumption does not seem to be unduly wrong.

\(^{20}\) The consideration of the component and the coefficient effect already incorporates the diverging returns in East and West Germany and how both of them changed.
round. Comparing the range of -4% to +2% of this change to the total component effect of Z in figure 5 confirms that the firm size effect is the main driver of this development.

In the same way, $\Delta X$ can be partitioned into its variables. Three of them are principally responsible for the change related to individual characteristics: age, unemployment prior to the current job and the lump-sum payment differences between workers in East and West Germany. According to Eurostat data, in the period between 1995 and 2005 the German unemployment rate increases from about 8% to 11%. Summary Statistics in table 1 confirm that 8% of the workers in the sample have an unemployment record. The identified wage cut that these workers face when re-entering the labor market changes from -5.5% to -7.4%. Because this variable is either 0 or 1, the coefficient effect in figure 8 clearly reflects the monotonic decreasing probability of becoming unemployed along the wage distribution. The composition effect shows that the average change for high-wage workers is close to zero, whereas workers in the lower half of the wage distribution are more likely to have an unemployment record. In this case, both the coefficient and the composition effect contribute to the rising wage inequality.

The right graph in figure 8 displays the same breakdown for the workers' age structure. It is important to note that the return to age is positive and basically increasing. The average age among high-wage workers hardly changes and thus the composition effect is only slightly positive. However, between the 15$^{th}$ and the 60$^{th}$ percentile the age structure induces wage gains of 2-3%. Nevertheless, a separate consideration of the average age (analog to plant size in figure 7) shows a steady increase along the wage distribution and an age gap of 10 years in both 1995 and 2007. The coefficient effect of age in figure 8 shows a similar slope and thus reflects the fact that the returns to experience in terms of age rise. Finally, the coefficients of the West dummy in the first and last period indicate that the average wage gap falls by 4 percentage points. Yet, controlling for observable characteristics and their diverging returns in East and West, the East German workers still receive 6.7% less than their West German counterparts.

The largest share of the aggregate composition and coefficient change is explained by occupation specific attributes. These are already noteworthy in themselves because they are rarely the focus of studies about income inequality. Occupations are either not considered at all, or their pivotal impact is missed because they are not related to workers' unobserved or adherent skills. Recall that the estimated worker fixed effects from the wage regression are used in a second step and are regressed against 3-digit occupation dummies. The explained part in the latter regression thus represents the portion of the countrywide wage dispersion, which may be traced back to specific requirements and abilities in occupations. As before, it can be seen in figure 9 that the change in returns is much larger and that
it benefits workers in the upper half of the wage distribution but disadvantages the lower half. Furthermore, there are some noteworthy gains due to a higher stock of high-skilled occupations.

To subdivide and depict changes of these 341 different occupations, a combination introduced by Matthes et al. (2008) is used. Based on data from the Federal Employment Agency about required skills and typical tasks in occupations, the authors calculate degrees of similarity and classify similar occupations into 21 "segments". Interestingly, the development of segments is highly heterogeneous and exhibits different patterns. The further consideration is restricted to 10 of the 21 segments where wage changes exceed 1%. For convenience, either two or three segments, where the patterns resemble each other, are pooled in figure 10. Still, the arrangement along the wage distribution allows for differentiation between occupations in the same segment.

Consider the pattern of jobs related to metal processing and construction in panel (d). In the right part of the distribution, engineers, architects, etc. are located. Unskilled and blue collar workers are represented at the other end. The latter’s supply clearly increases over time while the supply of high-skilled workers diminishes. The price for these types of labor moves in the opposite direction of the employment change. Consequentially, the development seems to be driven by the labor supply. This is not the case in the other segments in panels (a) to (c). Jobs disappear and at the same time are paid less in the gastronomy, logistics and the residual segment (mainly comprising laborers without a detailed job description). On the other hand, jobs in the electronics industry, as well as managers, economists, lawyers, doctors and engineers (to give some example of prosperous occupations in the segments shown in panels (b) and (c)) exhibit a higher employment share and higher remuneration.

What could be the reason for these developments, given that observable differences in personal, sectoral and firm-specific attributes between occupations are already taken into account in the wage regression? One possible explanation is that relative productivity growth and resulting payment increases are disproportionately distributed across occupations. Another explanation is that the rise in demand for some occupations and skills exceeds the available supply. Both possibilities are consistent with the skill-biased technical change that is accompanied by the computerization of the economy (Autor et al. 2003). This development overly increases the demand for analytical and interactive skills. Spitz-Oener (2006) confirms that these skills are used intensively by employees with a high level of education, i.e., by individuals at the upper end of the wage distribution. Autor et al. (2008) also find that the rise of the wage inequality in the US features higher employment and higher wages of the most skilled workers; however, they do not link these changes to

---

21 The information in their data is applied by the Employment Agencies to propose similar jobs to unemployed workers and suitable job candidates to firms who failed to match with their current occupation specification. Therefore, Matthes et al. (2008) argue that their combination into segments aligns similar occupations better than the official 1- or 2-digit classification.
occupations and skills as in the present approach. The US also experience a wage growth at the left end of the wage distribution relative to its middle, where jobs involve many routine tasks which are negatively affected by SBTC. This development is much weaker in Europe, as already noted by Acemoglu and Autor (2011) and Antonczyk et al. (2010), because of the increased supply of low-skilled workers and deunionization.

**Fact 6.** Differing returns mainly account for the wage change over the past 20 years. Low-wage workers are more likely to be young, work in small firms and become unemployed. The relative returns to these characteristics even decrease. Higher supply and higher remuneration in occupations related to management and engineering are responsible for a large part of the widening gap at the top of the wage distribution.

**4 Conclusion**

The present study complements the knowledge about the rise in wage inequality over the last 20 years in Germany. Inequality increases more in the 2000s than in the 1990s, whereby workers below the 60th percentile see their real wage decline. The overall change in the wage distribution is monotonically increasing from -15% at the left end to +20% at the right end. As most of the preceding studies conclude, an ever smaller share of the rising wage inequality is explained by education, experience and industry-specific variables. I dismantle this residual wage further by additionally considering workers’ occupations, characteristics of their employers, the local price level as well as regional productivity and payment differences. Altogether, more than 50% of the wage dispersion and more than 75% of the increase in wage inequality are explained by this approach.

I apply regression-based decomposition methods that allow the quantification of the separate impact of these wage determinants on aggregate inequality indices and on the entire wage distribution. It turns out that occupational attributes are the most important wage determinants. Highly paid technical, administrative and business occupations in particular have higher returns, even though the supply in these occupations increased. In general, the data show that the changes in the composition workers’ characteristics play a minor role compared to changes in returns. Both findings may be explained by skill-biased technical change. Many prior studies argue that SBTC is the main driver for the rise in wage inequality, however, the conclusion in this paper is not merely based on the residual wage.

In the lower percentiles of the wage distribution, particularly workers in the service, construction and logistics sectors suffer real wage losses. This finding is in line with the higher supply of low-skilled workers which explains why Germany does not experience a wage polarization.

Another reason for gains in the upper part of the wage distribution and declines in its lower part is the assortative matching between skilled workers and large firms, and particularly the increase in the firm size premium. In addition, workers in the lower part of the
distribution are on average younger and thus do not benefit from increased returns to experience. They are also more likely to have an unemployment record for which wage discounts are magnified. Even though high-skilled workers and large firms tend to be concentrated in large regions and even though there is a skill premium in larger regions, these differentials do not intensify over time. Therefore, the rise in wage inequality is distributed equally across regions and consequently coming from changes within counties. All in all, regional price levels, wage premiums and diverging returns in regions of different size have a low explanatory power of wages that even decreases over time.
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**Data Appendix**

Around 12% of wages are top-coded in the SIAB data due to a upper limit of the contribution to the pension fund. Because wages are quite different in East and West Germany, this limit is also different in each year between both parts. In the joint wage distribution, the East German upper bound lies at the 71\(^{th}\) percentile in 1993, at the 78\(^{th}\) percentile in 1994 and oscillates afterward between the 81\(^{th}\) and the 85\(^{th}\) percentile. For some of the inequality measures such as the 80/20 percentile ratio, it is possible to avoid the dependence on imputed wages. However, in the figures with (adjusted) wage distributions, the part above the 81\(^{th}\) percentile show some discontinuities and thus need not be taken at face value. Nevertheless, it is necessary and common to rehabilitate the entire wage distribution by employing an imputation procedure for the top-coded wages based on censored regressions proposed by Gartner (2005). This imputation is also applied in the analysis of wage inequality by Dustmann *et al.* (2009) and Card *et al.* (2013). I estimate a Tobit model and compute the censored wages as the sum of two components: The predicted wage plus a random draw from a truncated normal distribution (the distribution of log wages). The Tobit estimation includes third order polynomials of age and tenure, the plant’s size and shares of high- and low-skilled workers, and dummies for education, occupation groups, industries, years, location in West Germany, German citizenship and unemployment prior to the current job. A different imputation procedure where education groups, years and East and West Germany are estimated separately using occupation segment dummies, the plant’s size and shares of high and low-skilled workers and second order polynomials of tenure and age basically yields the same results.\(^{22}\) Afterward, the imputed wages are deflated with the national consumer price index (CPI), where 2005 is the base year.

Another imputation is necessary for the education variable because it exhibits about 10% missing values and 0.4% temporal inconsistencies, see also Dustmann *et al.* (2009) and Fitzenberger *et al.* (2006). These values are replaced using the panel dimension of the data set. For example, if an individual has a medium or high education level in all but one year, and this year is not equal to the first observation, this inconsistent education ‘downgrade’ is replaced by the prior value. If the person exhibits more than one missing value, the imputation is only applied if the valid values before and after the missing are the same, or if the gap is in the beginning or the end of the period. Other cases are not encoded to avoid overconfident predictions. Altogether, three education categories are distinguished: low (high-school equivalent), medium (college equivalent and/or vocational training) and high (university graduates).

---

\(^{22}\) Both Dustmann *et al.* (2009) and Card *et al.* (2013) also conduct several robustness checks regarding the imputation procedure and obtain very similar results regarding the residual wage inequality.
For the construction of the final sample, observations with missing values in any variable are disregarded. This study only considers full-time employment relations where the wage is above the official marginal part-time income threshold. A data-driven justification for this restriction is that the SIAB does only provide the daily wage but not the hours worked. Therefore, it is not possible to infer a hourly or full-time equivalent wage for part time workers. In rare cases where the data indicates that workers have multiple (full-time) jobs, merely the one with the highest wage is regarded. Remuneration in so-called "mini-jobs" is determined by politics and several exceptions regarding the social security and tax contribution imply that the wage determination cannot be compared to regular jobs. Due to these restrictions the overall extent of inequality is underestimated. The sample is further reduced to male workers between the age of 17 and 64. Finally, all individuals with less than 2 observations in each of the six-year periods are dropped because of the panel estimations. The following table 1 provides the mean and the standard deviation of wages before and after imputation as well as other variables used in the estimation of the wage regression in each of the three periods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>log wage</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imputed log wage</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tenure (days)</td>
<td>2778</td>
<td>2456</td>
<td>2935</td>
<td>2699</td>
<td>3212</td>
<td>2908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prior apprenticeship dummy</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prior unemployment dummy</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plant size</td>
<td>1352</td>
<td>5024</td>
<td>1227</td>
<td>4833</td>
<td>1160</td>
<td>4597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plant low-qual. share</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plant high-qual. share</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log price index</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West dummy</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low-education (share)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium-education (share)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high-education (share)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>county type 1 (share)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>county type 2 (share)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>county type 3 (share)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>county type 4 (share)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>county type 5 (share)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>county type 6 (share)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observations</td>
<td>1,618,650</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,472,890</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,372,059</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Mean and standard errors for the variables necessary to estimate the wage regression in eq. (1). The summary statistics and the entire sample is divided into the three periods for which the regression is estimated. The last column shows the number of observations in each period. Log wage is the top-coded wage as given in the data. Education and county type are categorical variables for which the share in each category is reported. These and the remainder variables are as described in the main text.
Tables and figures

Figure 1: The development of wage inequality in Germany


(b) Wage percentiles in labor market regions

Notes: Both graphs are constructed using the SIAB data set and its imputed wages, as described in section 2. The left graph displays the change in log wages in each percentile (between the 4th and the 96th). The construction of the right graph uses the 80th, 50th and 20th percentile in each labor market region. These labor market regions are a combination of counties, as described in Eckey et al. (2006). The solid lines show the mean of each of the three percentiles across all labor market regions and the dashed lines mark confidence intervals around these mean values.

Figure 2: County types in a map of Germany

Notes: The figure is taken from the BBSR and has been modified slightly to aggregate the counties to six different types. Agglomerations have more than 300,000 inhabitants. Dense counties are specified to have a density of more than 300 inhabitants per square kilometer. Core cities have between 300,000 and 100,000 inhabitants. Medium-dense counties have a density of more than 150 inhabitants per square kilometer. Rural regions are less dense than 150 inhabitants per km² and are not close to any agglomeration.
Table 2: Variance decomposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>total covariance</th>
<th>between counties</th>
<th>within counties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 1: 1993-1998</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XK</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZK</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{expl}$</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{res}$</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 2: 1999-2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XK</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZK</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{expl}$</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{res}$</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 3: 2005-2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XK</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZK</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{expl}$</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{res}$</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Each panel shows the results from a variance decomposition of the estimated component effects identified in the wage regression in eq. (1). Component effects are defined as the estimated coefficient multiplied by the variable. For example, the sectoral impact on the wage is $S \equiv \beta_s D_s$. For the other definitions see eq. (4) and (5). The values in the first and second column represent the absolute and relative amounts of components from the aggregate variance decomposition according to eq. (6). Columns 3 to 6 display the division of these values into the dispersion between and within counties according to eq. (8).
### Table 3: Regional summary statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Ratio to Overall Mean</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Firm size</td>
<td>2337</td>
<td>173%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Firm size</td>
<td>1427</td>
<td>106%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Firm size</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Firm size</td>
<td>2975</td>
<td>220%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Firm size</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Firm size</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>High-skilled share</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>149%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>High-skilled share</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>High-skilled share</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>High-skilled share</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>High-skilled share</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>High-skilled share</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>High-skill premium</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>100.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>High-skill premium</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>99.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>High-skill premium</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>100.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>High-skill premium</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>100.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>High-skill premium</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>99.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>High-skill premium</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>99.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Log wage</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>102.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Log wage</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>102.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Log wage</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>97.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Log wage</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>99.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Log wage</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>99.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Log wage</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>96.61%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes: The definition of the six different county types is made in figure 2. High skilled individuals are defined as university graduates and the high skilled premium is calculated with respect to workers with the lowest educational attainment.*

### Table 4: Theil decomposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$w_{it}$ wthn.</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_{it}$ btw.</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{w}_{it}$ wthn.</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{w}_{it}$ btw.</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$w_{it}$ wthn.</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_{it}$ btw.</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{w}_{it}$ wthn.</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{w}_{it}$ btw.</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes: Theil indices decomposed into within and between county parts for the imputed wage in levels and the residual wage (also transformed into levels) in every year between 1993 and 2010.*
### Table 5: Shapley decomposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gini</th>
<th>Theil</th>
<th>p80/20</th>
<th>sd. of logs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel A: 1993–1998</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X + Z + T + S</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{\text{expl}}$</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K + Pi + X K + Z K</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel B: 1999–2004</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X + Z + T + S</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{\text{expl}}$</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K + Pi + X K + Z K</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel C: 2005–2010</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X + Z + T + S</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{\text{expl}}$</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K + Pi + X K + Z K</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Shapley decompositions of the Gini index, the Theil index the 80/20 percentile ratio and the standard deviation of log wages. The first row reports the inequality value for the raw wage. Rows 2–4 indicate the importance of aggregate components, as defined in eq. (4). For the calculation of these inequality measures, the original and adjusted wages are transformed into levels.

---

**Figure 3: Percentile ratios of original and residual wages**

**Notes:** The figure shows the evolution of the 85/50 and 50/15 percentile ratio of the raw wage and the residual wage, each calculated with level values. The residual wage results after the subtraction of all estimated components of the wage regression, i.e., it corresponds to $v_{\text{expl}}$ + $\epsilon$, cf. the description of table 2.
Notes: Both graphs show the distribution of daily wage levels in Germany in the years 1995 and 2007. In each of the graphs, the blue line represents the raw imputed wages as given in the data. The following hypothetical adjusted wages are constructed as follows. I simply subtract the effect of components from the log wage according to eq. (1) and re-transform this into a level value. Thus, the red line is given by $\exp(w_{it} - \hat{\beta}_1 X_{it} - \hat{\beta}_2 \text{West}_{43} - \hat{\beta}_3 \text{West}_{44} \cdot X_{it})$, and so on, as indicated in the legend. The yellow line appears, once all explainable components are subtracted.
Notes: Both graphs show the distribution of composite changes in wage components between 1995 and 2007. Starting point is the change in levels ($\beta_0 + \beta_1 D_t$), to which I subsequently add the change in the firm-specific component effect $Z$, the change in $S$, $X$ and so on, as indicated in the graphs’ legends.
Figure 6: Wage changes 1995-2007 - endowments vs. coefficients

Notes: This figure shows how the total log wage change between 1995 and 2007 is separated into an endowment and a coefficient effect of all explanatory variables according to eq. (12). The change of the residual component is also displayed.

Figure 7: Endowment vs. coefficient changes - employer size

Notes: The left graph is analog to figure 6 but displays only the part of the aggregate change that is due to the employer size. The right graph shows the average employer size of workers along the wage distribution using a kernel-weighted local polynomial smoother.
Figure 8: Endowment vs. coefficient changes - unemployment and age

Notes: Both graphs are analog to figure 6. The left displays only the part of the aggregate change that is due to an unemployment spell prior to the current employment. The right graph shows the endowment and coefficient effects of the workers’ age.

Figure 9: Endowment vs. coefficient changes - all occupations

Notes: The occupation-specific part of the wage regression is divided as in figure 6 and 7.
Figure 10: Endowment vs. coefficient changes - occupation segments

Notes: The 341 different occupations are classified into 21 segments according to Matthes et al. (2008). The four panels in the figure show the combined composition and coefficient effects in the 10 occupation segments with the largest changes over time.